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CONFIDENTIAL 
Chapter    I 

INTRODUCTION 
1.1 OBJECTIVE 

The objective of Project 1.10 was to obUin data on the variation with ground range 
of static overpressure (side-on) and dynamic pressure from a nuclear explosion over a 
dust-free water surface, an asphalt surface, and a natural desert surface. 

Particular attention was given to the relationship between overpressure and dynamic 
pressure in the regions of expected perturbed wave forms.   These data were to be used 
for the modification and reinforcement of theory of blast effects and precursor formation. 
Accurate theory would permit establishment of damage criteria under a variety of burst 
conditions, when correlated with measurements of other blast phenomena.   Specific data 
were also to be furnished to Programs 3 and 5 for use in analyzing structural effects. 

1.2 BACKGROUND 

Prior to 1952, the optimum height of burst for maximum area of desired ground 
level peak overpressure was obtained from Reference 1.   This information was based on 
theoretical considerations and extrapolation from small-scale experiments, and on 
limited nuclear-explosion data from Bikini Able and a few tower shots.   The Buster shots 
in 1951 indicated considerable disparity between predicted and observed pressures both 
in amplitude and wave form (Reference 2).   The Tumbler shots In 1952 were planned to 
resolve some of these differences; the results confirmed that at certain relatively low- 
scale heights of burst these discrepancies were real (Reference 3).   On Tumbler Shof> 4 
(particularly at pressure levels above approximately 6-psi peak) amplitudes were re- 
duced, rise times were increased, and the velocity of propagation of the first effects 
was increased.   These effects were shown to be associated with the thermal radiation 
acting jointly on the earth's surface and on surface-produced dust clouds to produce a 
thermal layer.   Evidence Indicated the existence of severe turbulence in these regions 
of interest, which complicated the problem of delineating the behavior of the olast wave 
by point meusuremems.   Ai iaim uine * rather satisfactory qualitative analysis of these 
phenomena was formulated.   However, the quantitative data from Tumbler wore insuffi- 
cient to permit development of analytical techniques that would allow predictions of the 
magnitude of these disturbing effects under a given set of conditions other than for a 
desert-like surface. 

The Upshot-Knothole shots in 1953, particularly Shots 1. 1C, and 11. provided a 
great deal of quantitative data on these phenomena (References 4 and 5).   Data from 
these and previous shots permitted the deveiopmeni uf analytical techniques for predic- 
tion of overpredsure to a satisfactory degree of accuracy, but it became increasingly 
obvious thai the correlation betweeü pe«k overpressure md dair.«**? *ii*rfm wa« not satia- 
factory in these regions of distorted wave forms.   This was particularly true on Upshot- 
Knothole Shot 10. where damage to several types of targets at some ground ranges was 
far greater than that expected on the basis of the peak overpressure observed.   A num- 
ber of measurements of dynamic pressure were planned and conducted, but the rather 
unexpected damage to the gage mountings themselves reduned the usefulness of the data 
(Referenced). 
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Progrmm 1 of Opermtlon Teapot was therefor* planned to give primary emphaais to 
meaaurement of dynamic pressures in those regions where the relationship between dy- 
namic pressure and overpressure remained questionable.   Analysis of earlier data had 
also indicated thai the magnitude of these unpredicted effects probably depended on the 
nature of surfaces involved; Teapot, therefore, included an investigation of the effects 
of different types of surface upon blast phenomena. 

Prior to Teapot, experimental data seemed to indicate that formation of the pre- 
cursor was due to refraction of the incident shock wave by a layer of heated air near the 
ground surface.   It waa believed that if the temperature of the heated layer were suffi- 
ciently high with respect to the ambient air above it. the velocity of this refracted shock 
wave would be increased so that it would reach a ground radius station sooner than would 
the Incident (undisturbed) shock wave.   The refracted wave, as it was propagated through 
the heated air layer, also sent another shock wave into the ambient air above the thermal 
Layer (Reference 7).   Although few dynamic-pressure measurements bad been obtained 
in the precursor region, the data available indicated that the dynamic pressures in the 
region ot oisturoed blast wavea were equal to or greater man ideal and mucn greater 
than would be calculated from the measured overpressures using the classical RanJdne- 
Hugoniot relationship applicable across a shock front. 

These abnormally high dynamic-pressure measurements were at least partially ex- 
plained when laboratory tests indicated that the pitot-static tube measurement is sensi- 
tive to dust or other particulate master carried along by the shock wave.   Differential 
pressures measured in the precursor region are therefore believed to represent the 
dynamic pressure of the air plus some portion of the dynamic pressure associated with 
dust 

Before Teapot, very little data was available for determining the effect of the physi- 
cal properties of the ground surface upon precursor wave formation and development. 
A few measurements of distrubed blast waves over land and water and the resd's of the 
smoke experiments on Upsbot-Knolhole (Reference 7) indicated that conditions which 
altered the physical characteristics at or near a surface could have a profound effect 
upon measured pressures and wave forma.   Furthermore, since it has become apparent 
that pressure measurements are influenced by such parameters as dust density, near- 
surface temperatures, and wind direction, the determination of these quantities assumes 
a greater importance than previously realized.   For this reason, the Teapot program 
included extensive measurements of some of the more-fundamental blast parameters 
for which presumably dependable instrumentation had been developed previously, and 
Included a limited number of exploratory measurements of the more-important physical 
parameters. 

Finally, a limited program of drag-force measurement on simple shapes was in- 
cl'jded.   These measurements, when coupled with the pressure measurements at the 
»one locations, could permit later correlation with wind-tunnel and shock-tube experi- 
ments designed to investigate the drag forces developed by a precursor. 
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Chapter   2 

PROCEDURE 
2.1 DESCRIPTION OF TESTS 

The two Operation Teapot Shots with which this report !■ concerned are Shota 6 and 
12 (fee Table 2.1). 

Blast meaturements on Shot 6, although limited In number, were included to explore 
the effects of different types of ground surface (desert and asphalt).   In addition, it was 
thought 'hat Teapot Shot 6 data could help clarify the results obtained on Upchot-Knothole 
Shot 10 (Reference 4)f which waa detonated at approximately the same burst height. 

Shot 12 measurements, taken over three different surfsces (desert, asphalt, and 
water), were designed to obtain detailed information on the effects dus to surface pro- 
perties in the region of disturbed blabt wave«.   Also, it was hoped that the measurements 
would yield definitive data on pitot-tube dynamic pressure, few of which were available 
from nuclear tests prior to Teapot. 

2.2 QAQE LAYOUTS 

2.2.1 8bot6.  The gage layout for Shot 6 (Figure 2.1) was designed to obtain maxi- 
mum information practicable with the 24 available gage channels.   Since ground zero was   
located near the northern edge of the paved area In Area T-7-1, blast lines were extended '.•": 
both north over the desert area and south over the paved area.   The availability of these : .**.   j 
surfaces, similar to two of those used on Shot 12, was the basis of the decision to instru- !....'   ^ 
ment this shot.   However, the desert surface in this area was rough and boulder-strewn, 
in contrast with the smooth surface of the Frenchmen Flat area of Shot 12.  Also, the   
asphalt surface waa broken and ridged in places, but still provided a definite contrast to 
the desert surface and was much greater in length and qpan than the Shot 12 asphalt line. 
On each line, gage stations were located to concentrate on the region of probable transi- 
tion between precursor and normal wtve forms.   Ground ranges of 1,300, 1,660, and 
2,000 feet in each direction were chosen ss those most likely to produce the oiitioal in- 
formation, based on the pretest estimate c f yield and on the results of U0shot-Knothole 
Shot 10. 

It wss decided üuu measurements of surtace-ievel overpressure, and of overprsasure 
and dynairlc pressure (using a pitot-tube gage) at 10-foot elevation at each station would 
provide maximum useful information.   To compute corrections to the measured dynamic 
pressure corresponding to variations in pitch angle of flow, pitch gages at 10 feet were 
included at each gage station.   (The angle of pitch is defined as the flow angle measured 
in that vertical plane which is determined by the pitch gage and ground tero.) 

2.2.2 Shot 12.   The gage layout for Shot 12 (Figures 2.2 and 2.3) wss a complex 
problem.   The general concept of Program 1 for this shot was to instrument three dif- 
ferent blast lines: one over a water surface, one over an asphalt surface, and the third 
over the natural desert.   An effort was made to locate gages on each line to obtain the 
maximum information of Interest and the maximum oorrelaticn between lines.   A number 
of projects participated, and the resultant gage layout for Project 1.10 represented, in 
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•ome IntUnces, a compromise between interests for the best overall program rusulti*. 
The general principle followed in instrument layout was as follows.   Surface-level 

air pressures were measured at sufficient stations along each line to provide correlation 
with other shots and general information as to pressure level versus radius.   Above- 
ground (10-foot) overpressure was measured at a few stations on each line for further 
correlation with other shots and for determination of any pressure gradients which might 
be detectable    Dynamic pressures with their associated overpressures were measured 
at 3- and 10-foot heights at intervals determined partly by practicability of towers and 
partly by the usefulness of this information to other projects and programs.   At one sU- 

TABU 1.1    OEtCRIPTlON OP TCITS 
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tion on each line, investigation was made of the variation of dynamic pressures with 
heights up to 40 feet.   At two stations (1,500 and 2,500 feet) on the water line, the pitot- 
tube measurements were made at locations which were displaced from the main blast 
line (see Figure 2.4).   It was hoped that these measurements would aid in determining 
the extent and time of feed-in of disturbances from the desert surface.   Measurements 
on the water and asphalt lines were restricted in radius to that of the lines themselves. 
In general, for each gage measuring tynamic pressure, associated measurement of 
pitch was made by Project 1.11 (Sandia Corporation) for correction of measured pressures 
and for study of flow characteristics.   Full detail of the gage layouts can be obtained from 
Figures 2.2 through 2.4.   In conjunction with this project, seven instrument channels were 
«implied to Project 3.6 for their direct use. not connected with free-field phenomenology. 
Two channels were used for measurements of loading on beams under Project 3.2.   These 
beam devices were located at 200- and 2.500-foot ground range on the desert line. 

2.3    PREDICTIONS 

In planning an experiment of this type, it is necessary to predict the values of the 
functions to be measured with an accuracy sufficient to allow the sensitivity of each chan- 
nel to be set closely enough so that satisfactory deflections will be recorded   For best 
results, these should be within a factor of two from the true values. 

Sufficient'data were available (References 3. 4. and 5) from shots at similar heights 
of burst over desert soil to permit reasonably dependable predictions of peak overpressure 
versus radius for the desert lines of both shots.   These same predictions were used for 
the asphalt lines, under the assumption that thermal effects would be similar to those on 
the desert lines.    For prediction purposes, an ideal curve was constructed for the water- 
line of Shot 12, based on the free-air curve and assumed reflection factors. 

Predictions of dynamic pressure on the desert lines were based largely on data from 
Upshot-Knothole Shots 1, 10. and 11 (References 4 and 6).   While not as complete as over- 
pressure data, they were sufficient to permit reasonably dependable predictions.   For the 
water line, predictions were based on the theoretical relationships between overpressure 
and dynamic pressure, using the ideal curve of overpressure as a basis for calculation. 
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Figure 5.6  Maximum overpressure versus gro-nd range, 
water line. Shot 12. 

fact, peak pressures measured here are not unlike those measured near the center of 
the asphalt surface.   At gage Stations 17 through 12 (BRL), although the results are Ir- 
regular, there is evidence that maximum pressures were significantly higher In this 
desert sector.   Proceeding around toward the water surface, both BRL and Project 1.10 
overpressure data show large variations In magnitude, even from pressure gages located 
near the water blast line.   Referring to wve-form classlflcatlons included in Figure 6.14. 
It is apparent that there Is some correlation between the higher peak pressures and the 
gage records which exhibit more advanced wave forms. 1. e., Types 6 and 7.   This is 
thought to be characteristic of the so-called cleaning-ij) region of the disturbed-blast- 
wave evolution. 
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Figure 5.9  Maximum overpressure versus ground range, 
surface and 10-foot level. Shot 6. 

The Shot 12 area map (Figure 5.15) might help to explain the phenomena observed by 
the BRL instrumentation    This area map shows portions of the Frenchman Flat test area 
which have undergone stabilization for Teapot and previous operations; also shown on the 
map, for easy comparison, are the BRL gage-station locations around the instrumented 
arc.   Figures 5.16 and 5.17 are postshot area photographs showing the character and ex- 
tent of the stabilized areas.   It may be more than mere coincidence that most of the BRL 
gages which recorded the higher peak overpressures were those located near or on a 
stabilized pad.   The obvious conclusion is that abrupt localized changes in the character- 
istics of the surface over which a blast wave is traveling may have significant effects upon 
the peak overpressure and time history of a measurement taken In the near vicinity of the 
altered surface.   Nonetheless, it should be emphasized that the symmetry measurements 
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taken on only one shot in the test series were available and at a ground range (2.500 feet) 
where the blaot wave disturbances were somewhat spent.   Therefore, it is recommended 
that similar instrumentation be included on future testa, both within and beyond the re- 
gions of disturbed blast waves. 

The above discussion logically leads to a consideration of the results obtained from 
the Shot 12 offset gages at 1,500 and 2,500 feet on the water blast line (see Figure 2.4). 
These gages were installed for the purpose of detecting the possible cross-feed of blast 
disturbances from the desert area to the water area.   One method for analysis of cross- 
feed effects makes use of the arrival time and position data to compute interval velocities 
between the desert-water interface and the various gage stations.   A summary of these 
velocities is listed in Table 5.2.   The velocities have been determined assuming blast- 
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wave symmetry, so that desert blast-line arrival times are the assumed srrlval times 
at equal radii near the desert-water interface. 

If a disturbance traveling over the desert surface is to feed-in energy across the 
desert-water interface, this energy would be propagated over the water with the local 
sound velocity.   Table 5.2 Indicates that Shot 12 times of arrival observed at the first 
three water-line stations (750- and 1,250-foot ranges) yield propagation velocities too 
high to be identified with sonic velocity.    Therefore, the first disturbances as well as a 
major portion of the pressure—time history observed at these stations are free of cross- 
feed effects.   However. Table 6 2 shows that at 1.500-foot ground range the offset gage 
nearest the interface (2SP3Y) yields an arrival time which suggests cross-feed of energy 
at this gage.    The other offset gage (2SP3X) at this range and the blast-line gage (25P3) 
show later arrivals; however, it is probable that the cross-feed is manifest at some time 
following blast arrival on the gage records obtained at these stations. 

The foregoing is supported by wave-form observations on the water line (Section 
4.5.2); that is. at 1.500 feet the water-line offset gage closest to the desert is a Type 1. 
similar to the desert blast-line record, whereas the other offset gage trace (25P3X) re- 
sembles the measurement obtained on the water line. 

Analysis of wave forms at 2.000 feet produces evidence of effect of cross-feed upon 
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Figur© 5-13  Maximum overprefsure vertut ground rtAge. 
KMoot level. Shot 12. 

t blmtt-Une gmge record obUOned over the wtter on Shot 12.   The uotmoothed recordt 
(Appendix B) thow that the 27B gtfe record (2.000 feet) It not t true Type 1 form bectuta 
approxlmmiely 100 mtec after arrival the pretture-Ume trace taket on the appearance 
of the 78gage record (Type 3) which waa recorded at the tame ground range over the 
detert.   At 2.500-foot ground range, the Interval veloclUet (Table 5.2) are lett than 
thote for comparable gaget at 1.500 feet.   However, the trend It the tame, and although 
the wave forma do not appear to be completely contlttent. the BKI. gage arc at thlt tame 
ground range produced aimilar wave-form variationt over tlmllar gage-tutlon tepara- 
Uont- 

In conclution. it can be ettabllthed with tome atturance that Ce obtervaUon over 
the water line of earlier-than-Idoal arrival Umet and Type 1 wave formt wat not due to 
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crofs-feed from the desert suriace.   Since these ubservariunH are identified with the 
propagation of a precursor wave, it can be stated that a precursor formed over the water 
on Shot 12 und was observed at the close-tn ground ranges. 

A postshol view of the water line, looking toward ground zero, is shown in Figure 
5.17, while Figure 5.18 is a postshot view of the Shot 12 asphalt line looking south toward 
ground zero.   The highest gage tower, visible just left of center in the photograph, is the 
Project 1.10 2.500-foot gage station.   It appears that the blast wave lifted off chunks of 
the surface, leaviiig deep pocks in the asphalt.   However, the pocks are not distributed 
In t rai.dom fashion over the line: instead, there is a rather high density out to about 
2,000 feet, then a relatively unmarked region out to about 2.800 fe^t. where a good deal 
of the asphalt surface is massing. 

5.2.3  Overpressure Decay Behind Shock Front-   An analytical representation of the 
overpressure profile of the classical shock wave at a given distance from an explosion is 
provided by 

p      m      p ^    l \    -    t   .\t )    r i S    2 ) 

Where:     p * overpressure at time t 
pm = peak value of the overpressure at t = o 

t - time measured from shock arrival 
At ■ positive phase duration of the blast wave (Reference 16) 

Equation 5.2 Is approximately valid for overpressures not exceeding 25 psi.   In a 
theoretical paper on strong-shock spherical blast waves (Reference 17). some relations 
are derived for the pressure decay behind a spherical shock moving through an ideal gas 
medium.   It shows that for peak pressures above one atmosphere the decay is not a simple 
exponential, since the early portion of the pressure—time function decays more rapidly 
than do the later parts.   The results of Reference 17 and Equation 5.2 become Identical 
when: 

P. 
—    -OS <S  3) 
P 

Where:  p j * ambient pressure in front of the shock front 

Both of these methods of computation are strictly limited to the case of free-air wave 
propagation.    Thus, any application of the methods to shock phenomena which are influ- 
enced by a ground plane (1. e. , In regular or Mach reflection regions; necessarily Involves 
an approximation of unknown magnitude.   Nevertheless, it seems worthwhile to make some 
comparisons between theory and experiment using some of the Shot 12 data. 

Comparisons of the calculated and measured decay of overpressure versus time on 
Shot 12 are shown in Figures 5.19 and 5 20.   Only those records which appeared reason- 
ably undisturbed were selected for analysis.   Figure 5.19 Includes all of the Shot 12 water- 
line records which were analyzed for pressure decay.    For the records at 750 (21BA) and 
1.750 feet (28P10A). ts would be expected on the basis of their high peak pressures, the 
method of Reference 17 agrees better wiih the experimental results than does the method 
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of Equation 6.2.   At fubtequent ground rmnget on the water line (2.500 feet and beyond), 
the dlflerencet between Che two compuUtion method« appear •mail; however, if a choioe 
muat be made. It teems that the method of Equation 6.2 corresponda beat with tL   experi- 
mental data.   Thd gafe recorda at 2.600 (2dP3Y and 29P40A) and 2.760 feet (31P3) exhibit 
a deünite oonclaeelc behavior in the firat 100 maec after ahock arrival.   That li. if the 
meaaured peak preeeure la taken at the baait for tubtequent calculation, there appeart 
to be a pretture hump when comparlaon it made with computed decay.   However, it could 
equally well be aatumed that thete recorda (i. e., 29P3Y. 29P40A. and 31P3) are the re- 
sult of a rounding-off of the more dattical aharp-pekked wave form.   If thla latter con* 
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Figure 6.16  Pott-Shot 12, datert line, lookup northeaat 
toward ground i«ro. 

dltlon la oontidered, the decay calculation mutt be bared iq>oo an extrapolated (tee Figure 
6.19) peak pretture.   It it evident from the figure that the decay computed from the ex- 
trapolated maximum pretture afreet well with the experimental record beyond about 
160 maec. 

The Shot 12 detert-line reoordt (Figure 6.20) tfree well with both methoda of oom- 
putatioa of overpreature decay.   Since the peak preaturet of the reoordt approximately 
aatla^ Equation 6.9 (pm - 6.6 pal for Shot 12). it la to be expected that the two methoda 
would be equivalent.   Figure 6.2a aleo indudee one gage record (49P40) obtained on the 
aaphalt line.   Because of the baae-lloa corrections which were neoeaaary for thla record. 
the poaitlre-phaae dun.tlon Is la doubt   For this reason, the Equation 6.2 decay calcula- 
tion was performed using three possible positive durations; it Is obrlout from the figure 
that the gage record doee not agree with any of the computed decay curvea, indicating 
that der lationa from the clataical preeeure—lime wave form were mott complete over the 
asphalt surface. 

The fact that .he Reference 17 method of calculating overpreature decay behind the 
ahock front appeart to acres best with experlmeut st high pressures leads to the oonoluslon 
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that pre8mir«-time record« at close-in ground ranges (less than 750 feet) would probably 
exhibit the peaking effect shown on the 21BA record (Figure 5.19). 

5.2.4  Comparisons with Previous Data.   These comparisons can be made by consider- 
ing such properties as pressure-time wave form, maximum overpressure versus ground 
range, impulse, and positive duration.   The comparisons are made using, in all cases, 
the A-scaled data.   Of course, only desert-line Teapot data are used. 

For A-scaled comparisons, the pertinent shots may be divided into two main A-scaled 
classifications:  (1) shots which have similar A-scaled burst heights, but different yields 
and (2) shots which have similar yields, but different A-scaled burst heights.   The descrip- 
tions of these pertinent shots are summarized in Table 5.3.   The wave-form comparisons 

TABU I *    WOT OKKIUPTTOm fOR DATA COMPAKBONI 

no« TMi ■tlgft« «r SurM A-iMi«4 
Htifltt of Burst 

ClftMlflcatloa 

fet tm* IM! 

TMpMAPlf 1.1 Mt 137 VtrlflbU YUltf 

UpsfeDl-KMrttel« *ot 10 141 IM 104 

of Born 

TMfetor AM4 IM 1.940 Ml Vartchl« Yield 

Upatot-Kaotkol« »ot 11 Ml LIM 117 •UBUV A-ec«l«<l Htif IM 

e/Bum 

TMpMitaill n 400 IM VtrUtoi« YI«I0 

UtrtM-KaMtol« fbot 1 14.1 100 111 •iadltf A-»Ml*d M«ifM 
of Burat 

DHM-KMIM« Ikst 1 111 MO 113 Kallftr YUld 

OtatM-faMkaU fh« U 141 IM 104 Vuiahl« A-*cai*d Hil&i 
of BurM 

Opatot-KaMM* SM • M M» 704 ttmUtr Yield 

TMpMMat II n 4M IM VertaMe A-ec«i*d Belfti 
ef BurM 

for each pair of shots listed in the table are included in Figures 5.21 through 5.24.   Beth 
coordinates of these pressure-time plots have been normalized to 1-kt, sea-level con- 
ditions; an attempt is made to compare wave forms from gages at comparable A-scalod 
ground ranges.   Figure 5.21, showing examples of Teapot Shot 6 and Upshot-Knothole 
Shot 10 wave-form comparisons. Indicates that although the maximum pressure measured 
on the Teapot shot is significantly higher, the wave forms are very similar. The same is 
true for the Tumbler Shot 4 and Upshot-Knothole Shot 11 results shown in Figure      '; it 
is noteworthy that these latter two shots had widely different yields (3:1).   Proceeding to 
the next set of wave-form comparisons (Teapot Shot 12 and Upshot-Knothole Shot 1) shown 
in Fl£ure 6.22, it is evident that at the close-in ranges (about 260 and 340 feet. A-scaled) 
the normalized wave forms from the two shots are similar.   However, at about 500 feet 
(A-scaled) the Teapot record displays a prominent second peak which Is absent on the 
Upshot-Knothole pressure-time result; these results indicate that greater differences in 
wave form are to be expected for a given change of burst height for heights of burst of the 
order of 100 feet (A-scaled) than would occur at heights of between 200 and 400 feet.   U 
should also be noted that the Teapot normalized peak pressures are consistently higher, 
indicating that for detonations that have low A-scaled burst heights. A-scaled peak pres- 
sures may depend upon weapon yield 

The Upahot-Knothole Shot 1 and Shot 10 wave-form comptrlsons sre included in 
Figure 5.23.   As summarized in Table 5.3, these shots had sim'.l.^r yields but different 
A-scaled burst heights.   The figures show little similarity in WJVI. ' rms; specifically. 
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the Shot 1 pressure—time records exhibit shock-like pressure rises, whereas the Shot 
10 results show slow-rise. comoresslon-Uke wave fronts, particularly at the close-in 
ranges.   The last set of wave-form comparisons, shown in Figure 5.24, Include Upshot- 
Knothole Shot 9 aod Teapot Shot 12.   The A-scaled burst heights for the former were too 
high for precursor formation (see Table 6.3), which explains the disturbed wave forms 
observed on the Teapot Shot only.   The figures show the extremely poor correspondence 
between pressure-time wave forms obtained on these shots: the Upshot-Knothole records 
are consistently classical, while the Teapot results show the Influence of disturbing ef- 
fects out to about 1,100 feet (A-scuied range). 

In addition to wave-form comparisons, the Project 1.10 data may be compared with 
previous results on the basis of peak overpressure versus ground range.   This compari- 
son is documented in Figure S.25, where the A-scaled surface-level peak pressures are 
plotted against A-soaled ground range.   Included on this figure are wave-form classifi- 
cations, ideal ovexpressure curve (solid line), and the Teapot Shot 12 curve (dashed line). 
At A-scaled ranges less than l.COO feet, peak pressure data are significantly depressed 
below ideal values; the experimental points appear first to merge with the ideal at about 
1,200 feet (A-sccled), which corresponds to 7 or 8 psi (A-scaled).   There is a tendency 
for Tumbler Shot 4 maximum pressure« to be notably low at the close-in ranges, a result 
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which may be explained by the relatively high A-aoaled burst height for thia ahot. 
For Upehot-Knothole, Reference 9 preaenta a treatment of overpreaaure poaltii 

phaae duration and poaitive impulse aa a function of peak pressure.   This report inoludes 
composite plots of these quantities using A-scaled results from all nuclear air bursts de- 
tonated prior to the fall of 1963; it was possible to draw average amooth curves through 
the array of data points.   These curves are presented in Figures 6.26 and 6.27, where 
the dashed lines define the * 16-percent deviation from the average ounre.   Although the 
data from previoua shots scattered a good deal, it was found that about 90 percent of the 
data points fell within the * 16-percent limits.   In addltloo, it was found that the smoothed 
curve did not fit data corresponding to pressures higher than about SO pal (A-soaled). 
For completeness, Figures 6.26 and 5.27 include all data from Teapot Project 1.10 and 
only those data from previoua shot a which correspond to msilnumi pressures In excess 
of 90 psl. 

The positive-duration-veraus-maT1 mum-preaaure plot (Figure 6.26) shows that data 
from Teapot Shots 6 and 12 over all three types of surface agree well with the composite 
curve; however, at overpressures in excess of 30 psl there is a tendency for the Teapot 
and previoua data to diverge.   Data from other ahots ahow a definite trend toward de- 
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flfure 5.22  Wtv« form oomparlioni (A-taUed). Teapot Shot 12. 
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croAalnf duration with Increeeed maximum overpresaurei In the hlgh-preaaure region: 
on the contrary, the Shot 12 poaltlve duratlona correapondlcg to preaauree near and above 
100 pal (A-acaled) are algnlflcantly higher than previoua dau would predict.   It li poeaible 
that the very long duratlona at dose-ln gage atatlona are due to aome uncompenaated In- 
atmmental error, e. g.. a ahort Ume-ahlfl in the tero-algnal re^onae characterleUca 
of the gage immediately following ahock arrival at the gage.   However. It ahould be noted 
that the analyals of the free-air cane in Reference 17 predlcta the obaerved increaae in 
poaltlve-phaae duratlona at the higher ahock atrengtha. 
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The poaitive-lmpulse data ahown In Figure 5.27 are preaentad In the aame manner aa 
were Che poaltlve-duratlon data.   Although the Shot 6 aaphalt-line Impulae data are con- 
aiitently too high and outalde the * 15-percent Umlta. the Shot 12 data ahow no definitive 
effecta of surface propertlea.   There appeare to be some tendency for Che Teapot Project 
1.10 Impulae data (below 30 pal) to be higher than the composite curve.   For A-soaled 
maximum pressures above 30 pal. the Teapot Impulae results do not disagree algnlfl- 
canUy with previous results; however, at these higher pressures. It appears that the 
positive Impulse Is always lower than would be Indicated by the extension of the compo- 
site curve to pressures above 30 pal.   In addition, since positive Impulse la obtained by 
integration of the pressure-time record. It will be less critically influenced by possible 
short-time Instrumental disturbances than will the posltlve-phase-duratlon variable. 

5.3    DYNAMIC PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS q*(pltot/ 

The general method of presentation of the Project 1.10 overpressure data included 
In the previous section will be applied to the discussion of the q*(pitot) meaaureraenta. 
First, the effect of surface properties upon the data will be couaidered, after which oom- 
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paiisoDi will be mAdo with tvmiUble results from previous shots. 

53.1  Effects of Surface Characteristics q*(pltot).   The plots of maximum q#(pltot) 
pressure versus frouod rang« foi Shot 12 are ahown In Figures 5.28. 5.29, and 5.30. 
The various symbols on these plots Indicate the maximum q9(pltot) pressure recorded at 
each ground range, and the letters Inside the symbols designate the wave-form type as- 
soolated with each record; no letter Inside s symbol Indicates that the wive form does 
not corrospond to any specific classification.   Again, the data have been corrected for 
pitch angle and Mach number. 
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ThfS Shot 12 data (or the water-line maximum q*(pitot) preaaura ahown la Figure 
5.28 Indicate that 5-foot preaaurea are algntflrantly higher than thoac meamired at 10 
feet; however, becauae of the iteep elope the poaltlon of the 3-foot data point at 2,000 
feet ground range haa a profound influence upon the ahape of tbe curve.   The attenuation 
of peak q*(pltot) preaaur« with dlatance U quite aevere.   The curre of Figure 6.2B indi- 
catea a drop in preaaure from about 300 to 3 pai in a ground range interval of leaa than 
2.000 feet   Aa atated prevloualy, the water-line q#(pilot) reoorda do not lead themeelvee 
well to wave-form claaaiflcatlon. which acoounta for the many blank aymbola on Flfure 
5.2«. 
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The detert-llne q*(pilot) data of Figure 5.29 show an attenuation of pressure with 
distance which is similar to that observed over the water line; however, unlike the water 
line data, the 3-foot maximum pressures over the desert appear to be depressed relative 
to 10-foot values. 

Figure 5.30. showing the q*(pitot) results over the asphalt line, is not significantly 
different in appearance from the plots corresponding to the water and desert lines.   There 
is apparently little difference in the maximum pressures at 3- and 10-foot levels: more- 
over, the decrease in q*(pilot) peak pressure between 2,500-foot ground range (13.1 pal) 
and 3,000-foot ground range (0.85 psi) is most severe on the asphalt line.   It is noted that 
the single data point at 3,000 feet produces the aforementioned appearance of serious at- 
tenuatiou; however, the fact that the 40-foot-level gage at 2.500 feet recorded a depressed 
q*(pilot) maximum lends some validity to the curves drawn in Figure 5.30.   In fact, the 
obvious consequence of the marked attenuation characteristics (evident in Figures 5.28 
through 5.30) is that one or two data points may influence profoundly the character of the 
best-fit curve drawn through the data.   If this danger is kept in mind, the discussion of 
the composite Shot 12 q*(pitot) curves can proceed more profitably- 

Figure 5.31 is the composite graph of Shot 12. 3-fcot q* (pilot) maximum pressures 
over the three blast lines; the figure also includes the ideai-dynamic-pressure-versus- 
ground-range curve (Reference 12).   Primarily, it is obvious that the q*(pilot) maxima 
over the three surfaces agree closely at the first gage station (1.250-foot ground range); 
also, the pressures recorded are larger than ideal at the same range by about a factor 
of five.    Maximum q*(pitot) pressures approach ideal at 2.500-fool ground range on the 
water line, but on the desert the earliest indication of agreement is at 3.000 feet.    The 
value over the asphalt at 3,000 feel falls appreciably below the ideal; it will be recalled 
(Figure 5.12) that a severely depressed peak overpressure was also recorded at this 
range. 

The 10-foot level q*(pltot) composite for Shot 12. presented in Figure 5.32, indicates 
that at this gage height the effect of surface properties Is more systematic than u the case 
for the 3-foot measurements.   The pressures measured over the desert are highest; at 
the close-in 10-foot gage station (1,500 feet) the peak pressure is again larger than ideal 
by a factor of five.   Desert-line q*(pilot) maxima are close to ideal at ground ranges of 
3,500 and 4.000 feet; the same Is true for water-line measurements at 2.250 and 2.500 
eel.   However, in the latter case, the wave forms of the q*(pilotHtime records are far 

from ideal in appearance (sec Figure B.3).    This suggests, as pointed out in Section 
5.2.1 in connection with overpressure data, that it Is misleading to label a blast wave 
ideal on the basis of its maximum pressure only. 

The Shot 6 maximun. q#(pilot) data are presented in Figure 5.33, all obtained from 
10-foot-high gages.   Because so few measurements were taken on this shot, tne useful- 
ness of the data is restricted to supplementing the Shot 12 results.    Figure 5.33 shows 
that at the closest gage Station (1,300-foot ground range) the peak q*(pilot) pressure was 
higher over the desert surface; also, the pressure exceeded the Ideal value at the same 
ground range by factors of about four (over asphalt) and six fover desert).    The Shot 6 
q* (pilot) data, like those of Shot 12. exhibit severe attenuation of maximum pressure as 
a function of ground range. 

It is possible, with rcferonr« to the Shot 12 photographic data rtprrted by NOL 
(Reference 16), to determine the spproxiraate arrival times at various ranges of what 
shears to be a dust front.    Upon checking some of these dust arrivals against the pres- 
sure-time records obtain«! on Project 110, it appears that some measured effects may 
be attributed to the dust.   An example is the 3-foot- >ve: ptlot-lube results at 3.000 feet 
(9P3 and »Q3 of Figure B.7).   The q*(pItot) record ^3) shows a slow pressure rise fol- 
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lowed (about 30 msec after the initial arrival) by a sharp, high amplitude disturbance. 
The delay between initial arrival and the high amplitude portion corresponds well to the 
NOL photographic data for time delay of dust-front arrival at this station.   The side-on 
record (9P3) shows only a rather minor indication of dust arrival at a somewhat later 
time than observed for the head-on ga^    This same behavior is characteristic of several 
pi tot-tube gage stations on the Shot 12 desert line. 

5.3.2 q*(pitot) Positive Impulse.   It was realized from previous nuclear test series 
that the drag iorces and the damage to certain classes of drag-sensitive targets in the 
regions of disturbed blast waves did not correlate with the results anticipated from utili- 
zation cf measured overpressures.   The limited pitot-tube dynamic-pressure measure- 
ments available indicated, m general, that in the disturbed region, q*(pilot) pressure is 
substantially higher than would be calculated using classical relationships and the meas- 
ured overpressures.   It is well-known that one of the most prominent characteristics of 
precursor blast waves, manifest in both dynamic pressure and overpressure measure- 
ments, is the marked increase in positive duration and impulse in the region of severe 
disturbance.   Since damage to drag targets is of great interest, it was thought expedient 
to investigate the impulse sssociated with the q*(pilot) measurement cf Project 1.10. 

For this investigation, rather than attempt to obtain the total positive impulse, it was 
decided that a more uoeful purpose would be served if the impulse-versus-time function 
were determined for each q*(pilot) measurement-    The results of these successive inte- 
grations are summarized in Figures 5.34 through 5 38    Some general statements can be 
made on the basis of these figures: 

1. On Shot 12, out to 2,500-foot ground range, the 3-foot-level results show that the 
effects of the ssphalt and water lines sre comparable, while the desert q#(pltct) impulse 
reaches values as much as ten times larger than »hose inrllcated on the other blast lines 
(Figures 6.34 and 5.35). 

2. At the 10-foot height, the impulse in order of decreasing value is de sert-asphalt- 
water, the impulse magnitudes over the desert surface are usually three or four times 
larger than those measured over the asphalt or water surfaces. 

3. Only at 3.000-foot ground ranga (see Figure 5.37), where the q*(pilot) impulse 
maximum is about one percent of the largest value measured, do the water-Hue data ex- 
ceed those over the desert and asphalt. 

4. The one Shot 6 comparlsoc (se* Figure 5.38) indicates that th- impulse-time 
curves for the two blast lines sre of the same form, with the desert-line values consist- 
ently hlgncr. 

it is believed that the very high q# (pilot) impulse values measured over th« desert 
surface are caused by the presence of an excessive ainount of particulate matter carried 
along by the pressure wave.   It is further believed that this particulate matter affects the 
pitot-tube gage as would an additiooal pressure.   In regard to using q4 (pilot) impulse for 
damage correlatioo. some information is si^piled by reference to the Teapot report on 
drag-target Irvestigations (Reference 18).   To summarize, thoie results Indicated simi- 
lar damage to drag targets on both the water and desert linr« of Shot 12. but a slightly 
more severe damage level on the asphalt line.   The fact that the q*(pilot) impulse curves 
of Figures 5 34 and 6.35 won1»' tot have predicted this general result suggests the possi- 
bility that the factors affecut.; the q-impulse measurements are not the same as those 
which slgniflcantly Influence dan-ajs to drag-seneltive targets. 

5.3.3 Comparisons with Previous Data.    Unlike the situation *lth regard to over- 
pntssure measurements, there sre ^oiy a few q#(pltot) results from previous shots which 
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can be compared with Project 1.10 de Bert-line dau.   The plot of maximum q*(pltot) pres- 
•ure versus ground range (A-scalou) is shown in Figure 5.39.   Included are wave-form 
classifications (where possible), the ideal q*(pilot) curve (solid line), and (for Shot 12) 
the 10-foot-levei desert-line data and curve (dashed line),   /uso shown in Figure 3.39 are 
the available q*(pilot) pressure data (corrected for Mach uumbor) from previous shots; 
namely. Upshot-Knothole Shots 10 and 11.    The Upshot-Knothole Shut 10 data at A-scaled 
ground ranges less than 1,000 feet are probably low (note arrows on symbols) due to sus- 
pected gage overload (Reference 6).   The remaining Upshot-Knothole data, the Shot 11 
result near 800-foot range and the Shot 10 result near 1,500 feet, are in agreement with 
the ideal values at these A-scaled ranges    Finally, it Is apparent that, at A-scaled 
ground ranges less than 1.000 feet, the Teaoot Shot 12 q*(pilot) maximum pressures over 
the desert are much greater than have been measured on any previous shots. 

6.4    PRECURSOR PHENOMENA 

The most significant airblast results of Operation Teapot, and more specifically. 
Project 1.10. were obtained where airblast behavior depa* 'od from ideal.   Such depar- 
tures have been attributed to surface and/or thermal effects on blast and may be classi- 
fied as precursor phenomena. 

5.4.1  Background.   Since it waa not possible to study the blast characteristics of 
nuclear explosions without the effects of accompanying thermal radiation on the surface, 
there were no means before Teapot of experimentally separating the mechanical and 
thermal eiiects on blast.   High-explosive tests, which have negligible accompanying 
thermal radiation, showed minor blast effects due tc differences in surface mechanical 
reflection properties and surface dust.   Surface nuclear explosions, where geometry 
limits the thermal radiation incident on the blast surface, gave results similar tc TNT 
testa.   In any case, the extreme dovlatlons from ideal blast phenomena which were ob- 
served on several low-hurst-height nuclear detonations are far greater than the pertur- 
bations observed for scaled TNT tests or f^r surface nuclear tests over the same kinds 
of surfaces.   It therefore appears safe to assume that thermal radiation is the principal 
cause of blast wave departures from ideal.   Of course, the properties of the surface, 
including dust, can have a profound influence upon the degree to which the thermal radi- 
ation affects blast- 

It Las been customary to use the term precursor to describe the blast conditions re- 
presaatative of low bursts where the thermal effrcta on blast are of major importance. 
It must be noted that the disturbing effects on blast can be significant without the actual 
generation of a precursor wave, or outside the range of the precursor region.    The term 
precursor is used frequently in s general sense to describe the whole region where the 
thermal effects on blast cause significant departures from the ideal case.   In some cir- 
cumstances tne term nonideal Is used to describe this behavior. 

Anomalous blast behavior was observed on most nuclear test series prior to Teapot. 
The role of thermal effects on blaat was first clearly dclio'iated on Tumbler-Snapper, 
where the precursor phenomenon was identified.   Subsequent re-examination of Buster 
and Greenhouse blast measurements confirmed precursor existence and ahowed similar 
thermal perturbations on blast.   It remained for the Upshot—Knothole test series to In- 
vestigate the effects of such nonldeal DUat waves on targets and to study further the asso- 
ciated basic-blast phenomena.   Much additional valuable information was obtained during 
Upshot-Knothole which led to qualitative txplanations of the thermal effects on blast 
waves; however, it was the objectivo of the Teapot series to put this thermal phenomenon 
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on A firmer quAntltatlve basis and to aid in the prediction of the blast behavior of nuclear 
weapons (at low burst heights) over surfaces other than those characteristic of desert 
areas. 

"Hie blast disturbances observed on previous test series have been explained in part, 
qualitatively, by the hypothesis that the thermal radiation creates a heated layer of .Mr 
adjacent to the ground surface prior to shock arrival at the point of observation.   Ana- 
lytical considerations and some supporting shock-tube experiments indicate that a con- 
ventional shock wave is markedly influenced by passage into a region having a nonuniform 
temperatur. or, more particularly, a nonunlform sonic velocity. 

To date there has been no adequate description of the effective mechanism of heat 
transfer responsible for the generation of the assumed thermal layer.   Experimental 
measurements on previous nuclear tests and additional measurements on Teapot were 
designed for the purpose of investigating the properties of the thermal layer prior to 
shock arrival.   Such measurements were only moderately successful; general instru- 
mentation problems, plus turbulence and atmospheric instability effects characteristic 
of the heated region being investigated, have reduced the value of these measurements 
in a quantitative sense.   Therefore, although measurements have proven the existence 
of a preshock thermal dlstrubance near the ground, details concerning temepratures. 
temperature gradients, and height cf effective layer at shock arrival have been incon- 
clusive. 

5-4.2 Measured and Computed Preshock Temperature.   A sizable fraction of the 
total energy released from a nuclear detonation is emitted in the form of thermal radia- 
tion.   Large amounts of thermal radiation are incident upon the ground before shock 
arrival, and thus, the existence of a nenr-surface thermal layer appears to be a sound 
assumption.   Actual measurements of preshock air temperatures (Project 8.4) and pre- 
shock sonic velocities (Project 1.5) on Teapot Shot 12 appear to be incompatible; in addi- 
tion, neither set of these data appears to describe adequately the preshock thermal pic- 
ture in an understandable manner. 

If a near-surface thermal layer is assumed prior to shock arrival, it Is possible to 
set up analytical relationships which :an be used to deduce the general characteristic of 
the thermal layer from the observed lUast behavior.   Temperatures computed in this 
manner are. at best, gross averages and apply only to conditions which exist Just prior 
to shock arrival at the range in question.   The relationships based upon blast parameters 
can be divided into three main classifications: ' ) those using shock wave equations, 
measured initial overpressures, and some average wave-front orientation angle (called 
pressure calculation); (2) those using the assumption that wave propagation velocity 
equals the sonic velocity characteristic of the medium (called sonic calculation); and 
(3) those using only angles of shock-wave-front orientation (called angle-of-front cal- 
culation).   These three methods of approach will be discussed in order. 

Pressure Calculation.     With a shock front moving through a medium of 
consamt y  (ratio of specific heats), analysis yields: 

Pi > ♦  1 

v   »in 6^ 
-   1 (5.4) 
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Where: P| = Initial overpressure behind the shock front 
v » horizontal trace velocity of the front 
6 ■ acute angle which the shock front makes with the ground surface 

Ct ■ sonic velocity and pressure of the mecLum Just ahead of the shock front 
(see Figure 5.40) 

Pi ■ sonic velocity and pressure of the medium just ahead of the shock front 
(see Figure ü.40) 

From the measured overpressures and the photographic data (Reference 15) showing the 
orientations of the shock fronts, Equation 5.4 may be used to compute C |.   Then the 
preshock temperature  Tj  is reuted to Cj by: 

1    ,   — (5 5) 

Where:  C * sonic velocity corresponding to ambient atmospheric conditions 
T ■ absolute temperature correEponding to ambient atmospheric conditions 

This method may be extended somewhat to incorporate the assumption that at the ground 
plane the flow must be parallel to the surface, i.e.   0 s 90*.   Then, for surface-level 
temperature calculations. Equation 5.4 reduces to: 

7, ■ ^ f(rV ■ ■ (5 6) 

If an error analysis is made on Equation 64, it is concluded that for overpressures up 
to about 30 psi, errors in the computed C i  are not very sensitive to errors in  p, ; 
however, errors In the computed pj are quite sensitive to errors in C. v, and B, it 6 
is small. 

Sonic Calculation.    This method is based upon the existence of a compression- 
type acoustic wave.   If this condition la fulfilled, the propagation velocity of the initial 
disturbance (pressure) equals the sonic velocity of the medium, and Equation 5.5 is im- 
mediately applicable for the temperature calculation.   Hence: 

M^)'    .   Il ,5 7) 

(i)' • 'i (5  8) 
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This calculation (which assumes the wave propagation velocity to be the same as the 
sonic velocity) if applied erroneously to a shock wave would yield temperatures much 
larger than those computed from the prppsure-nJculatlon or angle-of-front methods. 

Angle   of   Front.    The assumptions inherent in this method of temperature com- 
putations are, in the shock wave region: il) y   s constant; (2) the precursor front is a 
shock front which obeys Rankme-Hugoniot relations; (3) the peak pressure is everywhere 
constant along the shock front; and (4) the precursor front moves along with constant 
shape; i. e. , every part of the frort moves at the same horizontal velocity.   On the basis 
of application of the method to a compressional wave frout (the acoustic case;, only as- 
sumpt jns (1) and (4) are necessary.   Referring to Figure 5.41, Equation 5.4 can be 
wntte^ for conditions at the two oMnts of interest in the shock region. 

Region A: 

Pi ^ 
«S  9) 

Region B: 

Pi 

2yt 

yt * 1 
-  1 (S   10) 

Where:  C A, CB = sonic velocltiec ahead of the shock at points A and B 

H YA   * YB **** PA   ^  PB  (9«e ft68uniP^OQB ^OVO). then: 

(5  11) 

And, if all points on the wave travel forward at the same horizontal velocity  v  then: 

sin   O, 
(5   12) 

Equations 5 9 and 5.10 reduce to: 

sin   t' sin  f, 

■ in   f. 

sin  c 
• 5   13) 

If it is assumed that close to the ground surface and within the thermal layer the shock 
front is perpendicular to the ground plane (Figure 5.41). then (Reference 7): 

a in 0 

f C 

1        s 
(5   U) 
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This last equation was used when, on the srock photographs, a portion of the precursor 
wave front was obscured by dust near the ground surface.   It la obvious that Equatica 
5.14 will yield higher preshock sonic velocities (and temperatures) than will Equation 
5.13.   Equation 5.13 applies If the wave Is continuously a shock front from A lo B or 
(directly from Equation 5.7) a comprejsion wave from A t^ B.   If the vtave front is a 
compression wave near the ground and a shock wave at higher elevations, as is some- 
times the case, Equation 5.13 Is in error.   If the shock wave merges sharply with the 
compression wave at E, then the propagation velocity vg* slightly above E(ln the shock 
region) will be greater than the propagation velocity vg- 8lighd> below E (in compres- 
sion region) due to the overpressure; i.e.; 

'-V «5   15) 

If the horizontal propagation velocity remains a constant on both sides of E (which it 
obviously must) then the wave front must contain a cusp, since: 

am f' sin   f. 

(5   16) 

And hence, using Equai'.on 5.15: 

^i    <    ^i (5   17) 

In the compression region of Figure 5.41: 

a in   *?, 
«5   18) 

In the shock region from Equation 5-13: 

»in   r sin   V. 
s m   r 

(S   19» 

And hence from Equation 5-17: 

»S  20) 

Or: 

(in  c 
am  r.     <     C- 0 0 (S 21; 
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Thug the computed sonic velocity using tqualion 5 13 will be les« than the actual conic 
veioctly wh^iu .er point A la in a shock region and point Ü is in a comprcnslon region. 
Thla error IH proportional to the i.vtT-veiocltv caused by peak overpreasure and hence 
the inequality oi tquatlon 521 increasea with overpresaure. 

Now th.it themain flementa and llmltatiuna of the three methods have been eatabllah- 
ed. the temperature calculations from Shot 12 data may be analyzed critically.    Tables 
5.3,  5.4. and 5.5 preaenl the reaulta of the computed temperatures along the three Shot 
12 blast lines.   In each table, the source of data for the temperature calculation Is given 
In the appropriate column heading.   In T.      a 5.3 and 5.4, the column headed Equation 
5.4 contains several temperature voluea in parentheaea — It was aometimea difficult to 
chooae a alr.^lc unambiguous maxlmun presaure aaaoclated with the precursor wave. 
Occaalonalh , therefore, computatlona were carried out ualng the two most likely choice«. 
The last column cf each table lists what is considered as the beat value of computed tem- 
perature, this choice io based upon the typea of pressure-time record observed at each 
station; i.e.. a ahock-type pressure rise would suggest that the beat temperature calcula- 
tion ia either the pressure method or the a..gle-of-'ront mithod. whereas a compression- 
type presaure-time history pointa to the sonic method. Naturally, the so-called trans   ion 
form of record presents a problem; however, since It was atreaaed that the angle-of- 
front method was equally applicable to the shock or compreaalon cases, it would seem 
that theae angle-of-front temperature calculationa, where available, ahould Influence the 
beat value choice in a transition region.   In the tables, the beat values in parentheses 
arc based  upon rather weak aaaumptiona and are included only as approximate temper- 
atures. 

Figure 5.42 prerents the beat-value near-surface temperaturea plotted against 
ground range for the three blast lines of Shot 12.   Although the data are meager and of 
questionable accuracy, seme general statements can be made: 

1. Near-surface preshock temperatures at ground ranges between about 650 and 
1,000 feet ere comparable over the asphalt and desert lines. 

2. The greatest discrepancy of computed preshock temperature over the desert and 
asphalt surfaces occurs at 1,500-foot ground range. 

3. At 1,500-foot ground range, computed preshock temperature over  the water sur- 
face Is not significantly less than the desert-line surface temperature: however, at 2.500 
feet, the value over water is severely depressed with relation to the desert data. 

It may be significant that the surface preshock temperature« P» close-in stations 
over the desert all bunch around values in the 1,5001:-region.   Reference to the data 
handbooks (Reference 19) shows that many of the common desert-soli constituents (e.g., 
silicon oxide, alumina silicate, etc) possess melting temperatures in the range   1,500- 
2.00Crc.   This suggests that the chemical composition of the surface material might in- 
fluence the maximum temperature rise prior to shock arrival. 

One additional piece of evidence pertinent to the analysis may be obtained from a 
theoretical calculation of the preshock surface temperature on the desert line.    The max- 
imum lempcraiuriT-rlse of the air at grade level during Tumbler has been shown to be 
correlated with the total iherr^al energy delivered normal to the surface divided by the 
square root of the time tc the second thermal maximum i.e., Qn ♦ v tm   (Reference 20). 
Since shock arrival docs net appear to correspond to the time i.t which the surface tem- 
perature is at maximum, the above temperatures must be corrected by the method out- 
lined in Reference 21. Pages 16-18. 

Since thermal-yield measurements were not a (rimary measurement on Shot 12. 
thermal yield and time of the second thermal maximum were determined from Reference 
22.   Thermal yield may be calculated as an air burst (8.5 kt)or, since the maximum 
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fireball radius exceeded the height of burst, by the method of Keference 22. Page 47. 
(6.5 kt). 

Temperatures corresponding to both these yields were computed as follows: 
Qn * v^ro   waB found for each station, assuming the cosine law to hold.    The tfiaxlmum 
temperature rise was found from Figure 8 of Reference 20.    From Figure 5 of Reference 
21. the ratio of time of maximum temperature rise to time of thermal maximum was 
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found to equal 2.4. *  Using the observed time of arrival, the ratio of time of arrival to 
time of maximum temperature was computed.   Then u#lng Figure 3 of Reference 21. the 
temperature ratios may be found and the temperature at shock arrival computed.   These 
results are shown In the table below.   Temperatures at stations closer than 2.000 feel 
are not tabulated due to the tenuous nature of the calculation In these regions.   Kote that 
the values In the table arr larger than those given by the shock-wave calculation. 

1 Operation Tumbler data yield a / vTCC 2 33. EstlmaUd values are « « 0.7. 

«  - 05 so that « vTiT / VTvSC ^ 10. 
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Ground Surface Temperature. Dcaert Line 
Range 

Thermal Yield Thermo Yield 
d.Skt 6.5 kt 

feet •c •c 
2.000 1.300 825 
2.500 445 200 
3.000 100 75 
4.000 40 30 

Since the computed temperature Is determined on the baals of conditions obtaining 
at shock arrival, it is obvious that the computations over the different blast lines, 
although they refer to the same ground raiige. correspond to different absolute times. 
Therefore, a legitimate criticism of the Figure 5.42 presentation of temperatures is 
that at the same ground range, temperatures over as ^ At vt determined at timee 
significantly earlier than tho*e computed over the desert.   So. to complete the analy- 
sis. Figure 5.43 presents the computed temperatures as a function of arrival time for 
Shot 12.   This presentation indicates a rather consistent behavior over the three blast- 
line surfaces — It is poss'ble to draw s single average curve which agrees well with 
the derived temperature data.   The general form of this curve is a flat maximum out 
to about 0.2 second, followed by a eharp drop In temperature to about 0.5 second, and 
then a slower decline out to approximately ambient values at 1.6 second.   It Is note- 
worthy that on the time plot of Figure 5.43 the asphalt data near 2.000*C and the water 
temperature near 400*0 appear quite compatible with the remaining results—only at 
later arrlnl Umvs do the water line preshock temperatures fall well below the average 
curve. 

To conclude, it can be stated that a careful analysis of alrblast data will yield 
some useful tnformstlon concerning preshock .«mperatures nesr the ground surface. 
It would be desirable In future operations to obtain more complete data from vhich to 
compute wave-front orientations. In addition to the more conventional pressure-time 
documentation. 

5.4.3  Precursor Development. Although much attention has been directed toward 
the study of the ^.ccureor «a«e. Its formation and development, the origin and mech- 
anisms responsible for this phenomenon have not bren clearly explained.   Some ques- 
tions which are as yet unarswered are:   Can the heated-layer theory predict the 
formation ar J development of the precursor wave from a particular weapon detonated 
over a particular surface?   Does the bested layer concept exclude the exlsten *e of a 
oo-callcd thermal-ibock wmve?   What Is the origin of the precursor wave?   How do 
precursor phenomena scale?  Are there meaningful correlations In th»detailed re- 
sults obtained on precursor-producing nuclear weapon tes:s?   These questions will be 
considered briefly in the dK    sslon which follows. 

Considering flnt the nuclear explosion as s source cf thermal nuMatlos. it is 
pertinent to InvcstigLte the dynamic effects produced U s medium as a result of heat 
release In the medium (Reference 23).   (Reference 24 deals with the problem of 
pressure waves generated by add Jon of heat In a gaseous medium and obtains the 
exact solution of an Ideal lied problem In which a finite amount of heat Is released un- 
iformly at a section of a tube wlh a given rate; from this solution, strength of the 
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shock generated is computed.   The basic mechanism by which pressure waves are 
produced by hear addition is that wnen heat is added to a volume of gas. the density 
of the gas is in general reduced.   This causes an expansion of the volume occupied by 
the heated gas, which expansion produces the pressore waves. 

In se^kln^ the exact solution to the two-dimensional problem, Reference 24 char- 
acterizes the undisturbed medium by two thermodynamic parameters, the pressure p 
and temperature T.   Since the velocity of sound a  in the undisturbed medium is 
uniquely related to the temperature T. p and a may be used as the two parameters 
characterizing the undisturbed medium.   The strength of the shock wave can be 
described in terms of the pressure ratio P2/P1 across the shock, where pj is the 
pressure Immediately behind the shock.   It is clear that, in general, the strength of 
the shock depends upon the rate of heat release per unit area S. the state of the un- 
disturbed medium being characterized by p and a as well as by the time t.   That is: 

''1 
—    .    FiS.a.p.t) (5  22) 

The viscous and heat-conductive effects have been neglected in Equation 5.22.   Because 
of dimensional considerations it is necessary io write the above relation  as: 

T. ■ '• ii) 
P 

Pi 
(5  23) 

That Is, the shock strength must be independent of the explicit time t, which is ac- 
tually a direct consequence of the fact that there is neither a characteristic time nor 
a relevant characteristic length In the problem.   The derivation yields: 

5 

ap 
y + 1 

2> 
-  1 

2y 
(S 24) 

The tabulation below lists values of S/ap computed fnr selected pj/p, ratios.   Also, 
shown In the tabuiauon are the correspomtu^ -•   rpr^ssircj  p = Pi ♦ Pj and S quanti- 
ties; the latter are determined on the basis of a = 1,100 fps and p, = 14.7 psi.   The 
beat delivery rate for substantial pressures Is not extraordinarily large when com- 
pared with thermal energies delivered by nuclear explosions. 

PI/PI S/ap P S 

psi cal/cm2 sec 

2 7.3 14.7 42 
4 31.8 44 180 
6 65.2 74 370 
8 105.7 103 600 

10 152.5 132 870 
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Flpire 5.40 Shock front diagram for pressure calculation of 
preshock temperature. 
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Figure 5.41  Wave front diagram for angle-of-front calculation 
of presbock temperature. 
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With this analysis In mind, it is possible to hypothesize concerning the observed 
propagation velocities of precursor-forming shots.   Consider the four ground-range re- 
tlons shown on Hgure 5.44.   !n each region it is  postulated that the velocity cf the initial 
disturbance is go»erned by different conditions.   Now suppose that a pressure wave may 
be created by addition of heat lo the air near the ground (as described in Reference 24) 
and that there is a threshold criterion which is related to the delivery of thermal energy 
to the ground.   Then, by virtue of the Inverse square law for radiation and the time de- 
pendency of radiant flux, the threshold will be surpassed at different ground ranges at 
various times.   That is. time of arrival and a velocity can be assigned to the threshold 
condition and hence to the generated pressure wave.   The velocity of this thermal pres- 
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sure wave,   vj.   as a function of ground range will be markedly influenced by the choice 
of the threshold criterion.   However, the mechanism by which the thtrra»» flux is related 
to the pressure wave is of no mrtter; all that Is necessary is to postulate the existence of 
such a phenomenon. 

Referring to Figure 6.44 and Region I, suppose the velocity of the incident wave along 
the ground (or that of a Mach shock), vj,   Is Initially greater than vj. This condition will 
undoubtedly be satisfied at some weapon burst height, since vi *  «at ground zero 
(G - 0) and there is some time lag before an appreciable amouit of thermal energy is 
delivered to the medium near ground zero.   If vi > VH at G • 0, then th« incident wave will 
outrun the thermal disturbance until the arrival times are equal; hence in Region I, 
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v - v|.    For the thermal disturbance to catch up.  vj must drop below vj at sjme range. 
The existence of Region II depends on a subtle relationship between yield, height-of-buist. 
surface properties, and the mechanism of the generation of the thermal pressure wive. 
For Instance, if the helght-of-burst is too high, Vj may never become less than vj and a 
thermal pressure wcve would not be observed In Region II. 

In Region II (Figure 5.44). v^ > vj (Incident or Mach stem velocity, as the case may 
be) and v - v^.   Also, in this region the'thermal pressure wave Is a shock wave; however, 
the pressure-time records now show a precursor because the disturbance is traveling 
faster than the horizontal component of the incident wave velocity.    The precursor wave- 
front angle or angles adjust themselves to maintain the proper geometrical relationships 
between local sonic and wave velocities.   The apparent discontinuity in the velocity 
curve at the range separating Regions I and II may be resolved by showing a hypothetical 
arrlval-tlme-distance plot over the same region.    Figure 5.45 Indicates how reasonable 
arrival-time data could result In very abrupt velocity variations. 

Returning to Figure 5.44, It Is apparent that In Regten 11 the sonic velocity ahead of 
the wave Is Increasing steEdily as more heat is added to the medJum.    When v - C, the 
wave splilT out In the usual manner under these conditions, and the shock front degener- 
ates into a compression wave.   The toe of the coinp»es8lon wave (near ground surface) 
now propagates with sonic velocity (Region III) until the compression wave Inevitably 
shocks up and v > C due to overpressure (Region IV).   The tabulation below summarizes 
Jhe four regions of Interest: 

Region Wave Forms Propagation 
Velocity 

Precursor 

I shock-type High (v»Cl ) No 

11 shock-type High Yes 

III compression-type v-C, Yes 

IV s hock-type v - f (p) No 

Now that the hypothesis has explained some of the details of the precursor velocity 
picture. It wruld be profitable to attempt to determine how the phenomena may scale. 
I.e., to det»? mine if the oata from various tests fall into any consistent pattern or 
system. 

S.4.4  Precursor  Arrival- Time and Velocity Characteristics. If arrival-time data 
are plotted versus slant range on logarithmic coordinates, .is in Figures 5.46 and 5.47. 
some details of behavior are revealed which are not apparent In Figure 5.1.   The pre- 
cursor nrrlval data were taken from Project 1.10 pressure-time results and the NOL 
photography near the ground surface.   The Incident wave and Ideal arrival curves were 
constructed as previously explained.    Evident In Figures 5 46 and 5.47 Is the fact that 
the Initial slope, correroonding to the Incident wave arrivals. Is only slightly less than 
5/2 whereas the precursor data indicate a consistent 3/2 slope In the Initial portions. 
Although Teapot Shot 12 data are not sufficient close to the point cf precursor formation 
to Justify extrapolation of arrival times In this direction, critical examination of other 
precursor-forming shots, particularly Tumbler Shot 4, Upshot-Knothole Shot 10 and 
Buster Shot Charlie, confirm the fact that Initial 3/2 slope Is Indeed quite consistent. 

The Intersection of the precursor curves with the Incident gives a good Indication 
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of the time (or ground range) at which the precursor forma over each of the aurfaces 
cooaldered.   In Figure 5.43, the curve correoposdlng to the water-lin: iita exhibits the 
same 3/2 slope as observed for the desert and asphalt data; however, the water curve 
intersects the indent-wave curve lateat (at about 710-foot ground range), and it seems 
to begin to deviate from the 3/2 slope Dear 1,000-foot ,~ange.   This result would Indicate 
that, although the effect was short-lived, a true precursor wave was formed over the 
water line on Teapot Shot 12.   The desert and asphalt curves appear to persist along a 
3/2 slope out to about 1,500-foot range. 

Figure 5.47 shows only one Teapot Shot 6 curve (for asplult) corresponding to the 
region of precursor formation.   This is explained by reference to the Shot 6 area layout 
( Figure 2.1), which Indicates that ground zero was located so that about 500 feet of 
asphalt surface was interposed between the shot tower and the desert line.   Thus, the 
Shot 6 precursor formation picture may be considered only on the basis of an asphalt 
surface.   It Is further Indicated in Figure 5.47 that the differences in surface character- 
istics (desert versus asphalt) become manifest over ground range dieiances of the order 
of 150 feet. e.g.. the asphalt pad ends at 500 feet, and the first significant differences 
In times of iirrtval are observed at about 650 feet.   The reverse situation existed on 
Teapot Shots 1 and 9 where about 520 feet of nonasphalted area was interposed between 
ground sero and the asphalt pad of the asphalt line.   Initial precursor formation on these 
lines followed desert behavior until the asphalt pad was engulfed.   Since Shot 1 arrival- 
time data Indicate that a precursor did not form over the desert at this height of burst, 
the asphalt-llne precunor over-velocity is more suppressed than on Shot 9. where a 
precursor did form over the Interposed desert.   These conclusions are consistent with 
the results described In Section 5.2.2 which dealt with the efiects of localized changes 
In surface properties. 

The similarity of the arrival-time-slant-range curves ( Figures 5.46 and 5.47) 
suggest« that a generalised relationship exists of the form: 

*    -    bK A** f{H) (5 25) 

Where: t - the arrival time (A-scaled) 
R * the slant range (A-scaled) 
B • constant dependent on height of burst and/or yield. 
X « a surface constant whl^h depends on the surface characteristics, but 

should not change with distance over the surface 

The velocity of propagation In the horizontal plane, i.e., the precursor velocity 
(A-scaled)( Is: 

fl ^           2 **            1 ^   „^ V      .  (526) 
G at 3 r    Ml/   ♦ Hf 1 

Where:  G - ground range 
i diffrentlatlon with respect to R. 

Multiplying each aids of E uatlon 5.26 by t from Equation 5.25. the consujits B 
and K are eliminated: 
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V tG f 2J(B) 

H* 3  1/  ♦/?/') 3 

Where: J < R) ■ a Dew function of slant range. 

Note the left side of Equation 5.27 Is Independent of scale factors. 
Figure 5.48 Is a pint of the quantity VxtG/RJ versus R for Teapot Shot 12; Figure 

5.49 a plot for Upshot-Knothole Shots 1 and 10. For these shots, definitive tlme-of- 
arrlval data are avallshle from which accurate velocltleb could be determined.   Refer- 
ence to Figures 5.48 and 5.49 Indicates that the points fall close to a slnjie curve, as 
well predicted by the foregoing analysis.   Decidedly different surface properties are 
represented in the data of Figure 5.49; Teapot Shot 12 asphalt and desert data are in- 
cluded, as well as data from a shot detonated over the Yucca Flat area (Upshot- 
Knothole Shot 1).   The consistency of the velocity-distance pattern In these figures 
Illustrates the validity of a turf ace-constant concept.   In summary, It appears that 
although the surface constants of the surfaces considered here are different, the differ- 
ences do not seem large. 

Since Project 1.10 pressure-time data from Teapot Shot 6 are not sufficiently ex- 
tensive for determination of the shock-veloclty-versus-dlstance function, it Is necessary 
to look e^ewhere for tlme-of-arrival data.   The NOL photographic data yield pre» ursor 
arrival Umt* over both the desert and asphalt surfaces of Shot 6.   Ublng these data, a 
best-fit arrival-time curve Is drawn through the points, and shock velocities are then 
determined employing the difference method (Reference 14) previously described 
(Section 5.1.1).   Figure 5.50 shows Shot 6 data plotted on the same coordinates as Fig- 
ure 6.48; also included on the Shot 6 plot is the curve from Figure 5.48.   Even though 
large apparent variations in Instantaneous velocity result from reduction of the photo- 
metric data, the general trends are consistent. 

If the foregoing figures and analyses can be conatdored representative of what oc- 
curs on a precursor-forming shot. It can be concluded that pressure-time meaeure- 
ments on Teapot Shots 6 and 12 were not obtained at close enough range to detect the 
formation of the precursor wave.   Based upon the formation hypothesis offered here. 
It is expected that if gages were Installed in the region of regular reflection, the gsge 
records would register Type 0 (classic ) wave forms followed by Types 1. 2, etc., as 
the precursor forms and develops.   It is believed that this behavior was observed on 
the Tumbler Shot 4 close-in pressure-time results.   The NOL gage (Reference 25) 
closest to ground aero (Station 7-200 at 230-ioot ground range) on this precursor- 
forming shot registered an arrival time and pressure-time history which Indicated 
that the mtaüurwuient was obtained just prior to the formation of the precursor wave. 
At the next gage stations (Station 7-201, about 35 feet from Station 7-200), the record 
was a definite Type 1 wave form with the characteristic double peak. 

55    MEASUREMENTS ON BEAM DEVICE 

The beam devices, described In Section 2.5.2 were used for another project on 
Upshot-Knothole and were included aa part of the instrumentation of Teapot Shot 12 as 
s convenience in connection with Project 1.10.   They were designed to yield preliminary 
Information on the behavior of structural beams when subjected to the airblast loading. 
The two beams were placed at nominal ground ranges of 2.000 and 2.600 feet on the 
desert line, so ss to be in the region of nondassical blast waves.   In the following sec- 
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tlont, after a dlacuaaioa of the background pertinent to these data, the beam result« 
will be analyzed. 

5.5.1   Background and Definitions.  Fundamentally, so long as flow remains non- 
rotational, an Incompressible Quid moving past a submerged body will impart no 
motion (I.e., force) to the body, for the resultant of the pressure distribution over the 
surface of any body In potential flow can never have a component in the direction of 
flow.   Since the equations describing such motion Involve only those forces caused by 
fluid pressure, the motion actually encountered in the case of immersed bodies is evi- 
dently due either directly or indirectly to the influence of fluid viscosity. 

For flow velocities significantly less than sonic, the actual force imposed upon an 
Immersed body will depend only upon the Reynolds number characterizing the flow and 
upon the geometrical rorm and orientation of the body.   Dimensional analysis of the 
several variables Involved will lead to the following expression for the resultant force: 

/uJL \    l       l 
F     '    ♦ (—    .   form 1 i    pu (S  28) 

Where: u ■ velocity 
L « length 
TJ - kinematic viscosity 
p « density 

The basic drag relationship Is generally written in the more convenient form: 

« t 
pu A pu 

f     •     ♦  (/?   .    form)  A   CJ  (S   ':•>) 
* 2 2 

Where: A - the projected area of the body on a plane normal to the direction of 
motion 

The term Cj is a variable coefficient of drag: 

/Ott1 

pu1 

Where ——   - the expression defining dynamic pressure. 

The viscous action of flow may produce three essentially different types of drag 
force.   At very low Reynolds numbers, ioertlal effects are secondary to those of viscous 
stress, the litter then extending s great distance into the surrounding flow; this is 
known as deformation drag.   At much higher Reynolds numbers the region in which ap- 
preciable deformation occurs is limited to a thin fluid layer surrounding the body, the 
resulting shear then producing what is called surface drag.    Finally, if the form of the 
body Is such that separation occurs, the low intensity of pressure in the wake leads to • 
a force on the Immersed body, since the magnituds of this force varies with the shape of , 
the body. It is customarUy termed form drag.   Under higher-velocity flow conditions j 
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(i.e.. flow velocities approaching the velocity of pound In the medium ), the Incomprcs- 
•Ible flow approximations and use of Reynolds number fur establishing dynamic similar- 
ity are no longer valid.   The two slgn<flcjnt dimenslonless parameters for compressible 
flow are the ratio of specific heats and the Mach number M.   At high velocities, the drag 
Is primarily a function of Mach number, so that Equation 5.30 would read: 

C4 V   (.W     >.    lorn.  ,-   3!, 

Only in the roost elementary cases of deformation drag has it been possible to determine 
Cd analytically for certain basic body forms.   Cases of motion Involving separatici have 
been attacked from various standpoints, but without much success. Quantitative study of 
drag has. therefore.remained largely experimental. The magnitude of the force on a given 
body form Is usually determined experimcntallv as a function of Reynolds or Mach 
number, either in the wind tunnel or the towing tank. 

As far as the Project 1.10 beam device field experiment Is corcerned. there is 
practically no known previous experimental evidence with which to compare the data. 
The only wind-tunnel work done on H-beams has been In connection with bridge-design 
studies.    For these purposes, the measurerr.ents of drag force are confined to maximum 
wind pressure of about 5^ pal and peak wind velocities of 100 miles per hour.    For com- 
parison, the Project 110 beam at 2.500-foot ground range (9K3) experienced u maximum 
pressure of about 1.500 psf (10 psl) and peak wind velocities probably in excess of 500 
miles per hour.   In addition. It is undoubtedly true that an unknown portion of the pres- 
sure on the beam was öur primarily to 'he presence of paniculate matter (e.g.    water 
vapor, dust. etc. ) suspended in the air stream.   These considerations, therefore, lead 
to the rather convincing fact that the wind tunnel work on H-beams Is not pertinent to 
the problem at hand. 

Furthermore. In an analytical sense, the possible presence of paniculate matter 
In the air stream introduces a fundamental anomaly, the significance of which has as 
yet not been adequately explained.   That is. the reliability of Equations 5.30 and 5.31 may 
be questioned, because it Is likely that the determination of drag coefficient as a func- 
tion cf Reynolds and/or Mach number is no longer valid when panicolate matter is 
present.   It Is probable that it would be necessary to introduce new variables to account 
for particle site, panicle density, and the aerodynamic properties of the suspended 
particles.   Such an effort, although pertinent to all the drag measurements of Teapot. 
Is beyond the scope cf this report. 

5.5.2  Beam-Device Retiults. The strain-gage records obtained from the two-beam 
devices are shown in Figure 5 52. 

Due to the method of field calibration of these devices, the coordinates »rpearing 
on the figure require some «xplanation.   The calibration of the beam was pe.. ,~med in 
the field as follows.    First, the strain gage was mounted on the beam midway between 
the end supports.   Then, using a calibrated hydraulic Jack, known loads were applied 
near the center of the beam span.   While these loads were being applied, the strain gage 
response was noted and the calibration of the beam-gage system completed. 

However, It is at once apparent that the method of load application for calibration 
does not correspond to the loading expected from sir blast.    For the latter case, the 
load would necessarily be distributed mere or less uniformly over the entire beam 
length.   Simple analysis reveals the relation: 
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L 

Where w = distributed load per unit length 
P « the calibrating load (applied near center of span) 
L s the length of the beam span. 

Applying the above relation 10 the results of Figure 5.51, it Is possible to compute the 
drag force per unit area; the right hand coordinate suown In the figure presents this 
drag force calibration for the two «beam devices used.   The nee» sslty for presentation 
of two 7F3 records Is caused by some confusion due to a base-line shift for this record. 
The two records represent the extremes of placement of the base line.   Data reduction 
was terminated when the difference In reduced force exceeded 2:1. 
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Since the drag force per unit area (xersus time) Is known and measurements near 
the beams of q(pltot) dynamic pressure (versus time) are available, application of Eq- 
uallon S.30 leads to determination of a drag coefficient €4 as a function of time.   These 
results are presented In Figure 5.52, It should be emphasized that smoothed q*(pltot) 
records were vied for the drag-coefficient calculations.   Referring to the figure, 
several general characteristics are jvldent: 
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1. The computed drag coefficient for a single beam may vary markedly with time 
(see 7F3/7Q3 trace, Figure 0.22). 

2. The results at 2,000-toot ground range show a rather sharp initial rise of drag 
coefficient, as opposed to the long, slow increase associated with tne 2,500-foot 
measurement. 

3. Although it is not possible to compare the computed coefficients at the two sta- 
tions, at comoarable times the average (over the first 100 msec! drag coefficient 
appears to be significantly lazger for the beam at 2,500 feet. 

4. The very sudden increase in coefficieni near 1.1 second on the 9F3/9Q2 record. 
Figure 5.52, is the result of a sharp decrease in ihe q* (pitot) pressure at this time; 
the strain-gage record ( Figure 5.51) indicates no corresponding ('»crease in drag force 
near l.l second. 

Since the drag coefficients referred to above have been determined from combining 
two separate measurements (i.e., drag force and q*(pitot) pressure and since no 
information is available concerning the effects of partlculate matter upon each meas- 
urement, it is not possible to explain or evaluate the observations included in Figures 
5.51 and 5.52.   At present, these data represent an Initial attempt to determine ex- 
perimentally the drag force on an H-beam subjected to nonclassical airblast pressure 
loading.   It is probable that when the effects of disturbed blast waves and partlculate 
matter upon drag force and q(pitot) measurements become better known, the Project 
1.10 beam data will be of more-significant value. 
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Chapter   6 

CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1    CONCLUSIONS 

6.1.1 Inatrumentatlon Performance. Fcr Teapot Project 1.10. full length records 
were obtained on 96 percent of the gage channels (this was not true of previous shots 
when measurements were made in the precursor region).   This excellent performance 
was largely the result of well-designf d instrument towers and mounts.   The towers 
were entirely undamaged on both Shots 6 and 12, and damage to the mounts was limited 
to the tearing off of the gage baffles on three gages.   Such failures as occurred (4 per- 
cent) were caused by electrical rather than mechanical damage. 

The interpretation of the pltot-tube overpressure and dynamic pressure measure- 
mentj Is hampered by lack of calibration data under shock-wave flow conditions and 
also by inadequate knowledge of effect of paniculate matter upon the measurement. 
Corrections for pitch, yaw, and Mach number should be available for transonic and 
supersonic flows. 

From the available data obtained from the aboveground baffle-mounted overpressure 
gages and nearby pltot-tube static pressure gages, it is apparent that the two gage con- 
figurations are not equivalent in regions of high pressure and/or disturbed blast waves. 
In regions of supersonic flow, the above ground baffle-mounted gages are probably not 
desirable. 

6.1.2 Wave-Form Classiflcation. With s few exceptions (viz.. the water line) it is 
possible to group the Project 1.10 pressure-time results Into two sets of wave-form 
classiflcation: one system for overpressure (Types 0 through 8) and another for q*(pitot) 
dynamic pressure measurements (Types B through H).   As expected, wave-form be- 
havior as a function of ground range is sensitive to the characteristics of the blast-line 
surface. 

For Shot 12, the overpressure wave forms over the water line at least partially 
traverse two wave-form cycles, while the wave forms over the asphalt surface do not 
attain classical form (Type 8) even at the last gage station (3,000 feet) on the blast line. 
However, on the desert line the classical form is observed at 4,500 feet.   Although the 
non-classical behavior persists to longer ranges over the asphalt, the precursor as a 
distinctly separate wave (Type 1) is observed at longer ranges over the desert.   The 
same general remarks bold for the dynamic-pressure q(pitot) wave-form classifications. 

When the wave-form classiflcation is incorporated into the presentation of peak- 
pressure-versus-ground range, it becomes evident that it is possible for an ideal 
peak pressure measurement to be Identified with a disturbed (non-ideal) wave form. 
Consequently, Introducing both variables (wave form and peak pressure) into the anal- 
ysis helps to reduce the ambiguities associated with comparing results from different 
nuclear tests. 

6.1.3 Shock Velocity and Computed Preshock Temperature.   Considering the 
horizontal-trace velocity of the shock front as determined from gage-arrival times over 
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the various aurfaces Instrumented on Shots 6 and 12. the velocities over the asphalt and 
desert surfaces are well above ideaj, particularly at close-in (less than 1,500 feet) 
ground ranges.   Even over the water surface, shock velocities determined nrar 1,000- 
foot ground range are well above ideal values. 

From a comprehensive review of the various methods of computing preshock tem- 
perature using shock parameters, it is evident that this computation is definitive only 
when sufficient wave-front orientation and pressure-time data are avcllable.   In any 
case, careful analysis is necessary in the calculation and naturally, the computed tem- 
perature yields only some average value at the time of shock arrival.   This is a poor 
substitute for the more desirable direct-temperature-versus-lime (i.e., from detonation 
time) measurement. 

6.1.4 Surface Effects. The limited wave-front orientation data which could be de- 
rived from the Shot 12 results indicate that deviations of airblast phenomena from ideal 
over the asphalt surface persisted to greater ground range when compared with results 
over the desert and water surfaces.   In general, the wave-front orientations determined 
from arrivml-time data agree very well with the NOL shock photography data. 

To summarize, the peak overpressures measured on Shots 6 and 12 were depressed 
most severely over the asphalt surface and least over the water; in addition, aboveground 
maximum pressures were generally higher than those measured at ground surface, a 
result also observed on Shot 10 of Upshot-Knothole. 

The Project 1.10 dynamic-pressure q(pitot) results indicate a severe attenuation of 
peak pressure with distance for all surfaces. Also, the Influence of surface character- 
istics appears least pronounced at the closest gage station (750 feet) on Shot 12. 

From the Shot 12 results obtained on the BRL guge arc (2.500 feet), abrupt localized 
changes in the characteristics of a surface over which a disturbed blast wave is travel- 
ing may have significant effects upon peak pressure and/or wave form in the near vicin- 
ity of the surface discontinuity.   Data from the offset gages on the water line reveal that 
precursor characteristics observed on the close-in water-line gage records are not due 
to cross-feed of energy from the desert surface. 

6.1.5  Precursor Phenomena. When compared with the results from previous pre- 
cursor-forming nuclear shots. Shots 6 and 12 display similar behavior: nunclassic wave 
forms, depressed peak overpressure above 7-8 psi, and close-in dynamic q(pitot) peak 
pressures which are several times ideal. 

Consideration of the Shot 12 water-line wave-form development, shock velocities, 
measured pressure-time data, and offset-gage data shows that a precursor formed over 
the water evidently shortly before the pressure wave reached the first gage (750 feet) 
and continued to evolve normally out to about 1,500   oot ground range.   Gage records at 
subsequent ground ranges indicate what appears to be a complex competition between 
normal precursor behavior on the one hand and energy feed-in from the adjacent desert 
areas on the other. 

Basically, the precursor wave over the asphalt line was not much different from 
that over the desert — the only distinction being that the disturbance appeared more ex- 
tended over the asphalt. 

Analysis of the results of Shots 6 and 12. coupled with the related theoretical ap- 
proach by Chu, has created renewed Interest in the concept of a shock wave produced by 
high-flux thermal input.   Some confidence in the concept is generated by thj success of 
a semi-empirical analysis of data obtained from precursor-forming nuclear explosions. 

Using the Project 1.10 data and some curve-fitting procedures, it Is possible to 
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compute the surface constanU which apply to the desert and asphalt surfaces.   The Shot 
6 (T~7 area. Yucca Flat) and Shot 12 (Frenchman Flat) desert-surface constanU deviate 
by only 3 percent, and the asphalt-surface constants diffrr, at most, by 12 percent from 
that of the desert. 

6.1.6  Correlation with Damage. Analysis of the forces acting on the two H-beam 
devices instrumented on Shot 12 yields only very tentative conclusions.   Although it was 
possible, using the q*(pltot)-tlme results, to determine the computed drag coefficient 
versus -time for the two beams, there is no pertinent theoretical or experimental 
data for such devices with which to compare the field results.   Also, it is believed 
that the presence of particulate matter in the blast wave has a profound (but unknown) 
effect upon the drag (and drag coefficient) of such structural elements. 

62   RECOMMENDATIONS 

There appekxs to be a need for a change in the procedure used for meaaurfog dynamic 
pressure, particularly in stream flows exceeding Mach 1.0.   Impact pressure (total 
head) should be measured using a carefully designed supersonic tube, whereas the cor- 
responding overpressure measurement should be obtal ?d from a separate ground-level 
gage.   In fact, there is need for a comprehensive investigation of instrumentation to 
determine what is most useful for measuring airblast parameters in regions of high 
pressure and high flow velocities.   Also, future instrument design must consider effects 
of suspended particulate matter upon thr measurement. 

The scheme of wave-form classification and the idea of including considerations of 
wave-form information in the analysis of peak pressures should be retained and extended 
to other blast parameters.   It is believed that more useful and understandable presenta- 
tions would result from this method of analysis. 

To confirm the conclusion about the influence of localized surface discontinuities 
upon blast parameters (Section 6.1.4), future nuclear tests should Include careful and 
detailed measurements over area* which include such surface discontinuities. 

Since there is some evidence that Shot 12 was not inatrumented closely enough to 
ground zero to detect precursor formation, it would oe wise in future tests to obtain at 
least time-of-arrival measurements at closer stations. 

On future tests, in addition to the conventional pressure-time measurements some 
close-in measurements should be made which are specifically designed to detect and de- 
lineate the thermal shock wave, if It exists. 

It is evident that more work, both In theory and laboratory testing, is needed in the 
field of airblast drag forces on structural elements before available (or future) Celd re- 
sults can be made understandable. 
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Appendix  A 

ACCELERATION   RESPONSE   OF WIANCKO 
PRESSURE GAGES 

It hMM b*«n t-«i«rmily R*«umed that UM Wlancko balanced-rclucUaoe prriture ga^e haa a neglitfble re- 
•POBM to acctUratlon forces becauaa of the two-coU. rocklog-armatui 4 deaigs.   Figure A.l ahowa that 
aocaleraUoo lorcaa tend to more the armature aimilarly with reapect to both coll«, whereaa preaaurc 
applied to the aenaliv element moves It la oppoaite direction from each coll.   Thus, acceleration forcea 
tend to maintain the balanced conditions, producing no electrical output.   Measurements of this accelera- 
tion response show maximum reaponsea of the order of 0.0005 pal/g for a 30-pal gage (0.0016 percent FS/ 
0); Sandia Corporation teata ahow almllar reaulta (Reference 8). 

The shove measurements do not necessarily indicate the true performance.   A change in the geometry 
of the transducer may produce no unbalance while the gage ia balanced, but may aerlcualy affect Ita re- 
apoase. In this case, to pressure.   A force which moves the armature away from the coll«, for Inatance, 
may drastically affect ita sensitivity.   Thus, if tranaient accelerations are applied whilo a ateady preaaure 
la slmultaaeoualy applied, a pronounced acceleration may reault. 

Tests were mads on a small numbrr of Wlancko preaaure gagea to determine their acceleration «enal- 
tinty under load.   Each gage was provided with s check valve at ita Inlet, so that pressure could be applied 
and maintained after removal of the hoae connection.   The gagea were mounted on a Sctu^vitz apin table 
In several orieotatlona, with allp-rlng conoectlona io a normal demodulation circuit-   The « ffect of apln- 
tahle speed (radial acceleration) up to 90 g waj then obaerved    Figure A.2 ahowa the reaulta on a typical 

In this figure, the percentage error ( f the reading, not of full acale) caused by varloua valuea of 
acceleration when the gage la deflected to one-third, two-thirds, and full range la ahown for varloua ori- 
entations of the acceleration force.   Theae reaulta are typical of all gage rangea. but there la a con- 
aiderahla variation between gagea.   Higher-range gagea (100 and 300 pal) ahow much smaller errora 
(XS to 90 percent as greet), and 10-psi »ragea show slightly larger errors. 

Note that transverse acceleration In the tangential direction tends to cauae comparable errora to ac- 
celeration in the opening-cloairg direction—a aomewhat unexpected result.   It will be observed that pro- 
portional error is generally greater when the preaaure la leaa than full acale. but ia by no means constant 
in terms of full-scale reading.   At tcro pressure, no measurable deflection was observed up to 90g except 
for longitudinal acceleration, where 90g produced s deflection equivalent to about 0.04 pal. 

The results of these tests intimste that some of the hash observed in pressure- time measurements 
after ahock wave arrival may be cauaed by acceleration of the mounU. 

In general, there ia no way to check this possibility, but one approach appeara profitable.   In the pilot- 
tube gage, two Wlancko preaaure tranaduooro are mounted a few Inchea apart.   Theae gages are mounted 
aimilarly with regard to tranaverae accelerationa.   Anv reaponee to tranaverae or vertical acceleration of 
the BHMBt should be in the same direction on the two gagea.   A check of the records may then {how rela- 
tively high-frequency diaturbancea which if due to acceleration ahoold be in phase on the two records.   No 
suck results hare bees observed (see Section 2.S.S). which Indloalee that the high-frequency hash ia prob- 
ahl^ not due to the acceleration of the gage mounts. 
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Appendix B 

GAGE  RECORDS 
Reduction« of tricing» of the •Iffnlflcant portion of ail utablc Rage record« comprise thlo Appendix. 

Feature« «uch a« length« of po«ltlve phaae and secondary «hock do not appear In th.ne reduction«.   These 
aspect« of the pressure-time function«, »here pertinent, are documented in the table«. 

The record« are arranged first by shot (Shot 12 precede« Shot 6). then by blast line (water, desert. 
asphalt), then by ground range for each vertical level (surfscc level first).   Auxilisry record« (offset Rage«. 
etc.) are introduced into the main «equence following the prim«ry gage record 

Each record is provided with suitable time and pressure coordinates    The time Indicated refer« to 
ccro time of the «hot.   The dotted curve« document the manner in which the record« were smoothed before 
correction« for pitch and/or Mach number were applied. 
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Apptndii C 

GAGE  CALIBRATION   DATA 

TABLE C.1    SHOT 6 PRESSUHE QAQEB 

Qround     Oftfi 
RABft        Hufflbsr 

ft 

Calibration (pti/lD) 

A L 

Qroand     Qafi 
Rauf«       NimüMr 

ft 

Cailbrttlon a>al/ln) 
aa^ha1 

A B 

1.900 

1.M0 

D«Mrt 

61B S02 0 
flBA Til -0.12 
61 PIC • 49 0.11 
C1P10A 9.90 0 
eigio 29.29 1.90 
41Q10A 19.lt 0.09 
fITIO 9.79 0.14 
«1T10A 19.41 -0.99 

62B 4.T2 0 
•2BA 4.02 -0.07 
•XP10 9.91 0.09 
•IP10A 9.94 0 
49Q10 14.72 -0.99 
49Q10A 9.M -0.11 
•tno ♦ 19.27 0 
itnoA ♦ 14.14 0 

2.000 92B 9.91 0 
91BA 9.19 -0.09 
99P10 9.27 0 
9SP10A 4.99 0 
OCfllO 9.49 0.90 
99Q10A 999 0.24 
99X10 ♦ 19.07 0 
«JT10A ♦ 11.49 0 

Asphalt 

1,900 MB 9.22 0 2.000         99B •.90             ( 
94BA 9.97 0 99BA 4.99             ( 
94P10 9.42 0.07 99P10 9.77             ( 
94PI0A 9.91 0 99P10A 9.7«             ( K07 
•4Q10 31.97 0.19 •9Q10 4.09              ( K09 
94Q10A 19.99 0.19 99Q10A 1.97              ( 
94T10 ♦ 11.97 0 •mo ♦ 9.00              ( 
•4T10A ♦ 11.99 0 99T10A ♦ 19.99             ( 

1.990 49B 
99BA 
UP10 
99P10A 
49Q10 
•9Q10A 
«no 
•9T10A 

9.94 
440 
4.90 
9.99 
9.42 
9.29 

♦ 12.29 
♦ 9.99 

0.09 
0.07 
0.07 
0.12 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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TABLE C I    SHOT 12 PRISSURE CAGES 

Qround     Qtfi 
Kuf*       Number 

ft 

CallbraUaa (p»l/ln) 
wb»1 

A B 

Oround     0»f» 
Ruf»       Numbor 

ft 

Callbntioo (pol/in) 

A B 

TJO 

1.000 

1.210 

1.500 

1.710 

2.000 

2.2*0 

DoMrt 

IB ISSi 24 

1BA •1.1 1.7 

IB III -0.1 
2BA M.4 -1.1 

IPS ISIS 0.21 

»PIA 20M 0 

JQJ ItlT 0 

SQU ITS 1.7 

IB 1S.SS -0.17 

IPS 11.11 0.11 

6QI 111 -1.1 
MSA Sl.l 0 
IB10 11.11 -0.10 

IP10 12.13 -0.1« 

IQ10 TIO 0 

KJIOA 11. T 0 

«P10 IM 0 

•P10A I.U 0 

•QIC MM 111 
•Q10A UM 0.1S 

7B 111 CM 
TP» 111 040 

N> ll.U -CIS 

7QU lt.IT 0 

TB10 IM -0.21 

TP19 LIT 0.11 

1Q10 1411 017 

TQ10A 1211 0 

•P10 IIS 0 24 

IP10A 111 0 

•gio 11 14 Oil 

•Q10A 1.10 0 

2.100 

2.7M 

1.0M 

l.fiW 

4.0M 

4.MO 

UM 

IB 401 0.17 
•PI 114 0 

•Q» 7.S1 0 
IQSA 4M 0 
IB10 111 0 
•P10 4 17 0.01 
•Q10 IM 0.41 
igioA 117 0.51 
IPSI 4.71 0.21 

•Q» 7.01 0.21 
•P40 4.M 0 
IP40A 117 0 
•Q40 1.11 o.u 
UP) 141 0 
11P1A 402 0 
11Q1 221 004 
11Q1A l.ll 0.21 

12B 4.77 -Oil 
12P1 4.M 0 
1SQ3 171 Oil 
1SQ1A 0.121 O.OM 
12P10 in -0.10 

1SQ10 2.01 001 

1IB 4.71 0 
1IP10 4.2« 0.11 
1IQ10 101 0 
1IQ10A 0.111 -O.MI 

1IP10 411 -0.11 
1IQ10 l.OI 0.02 

17B 1.17 001 
17P1 1.11 0 
17gi 0.130 0 
ITQSA • 117 0 

4BX 11.01 -o.u 
ill 11. Tl -O.M 

w*ur 

7M IIB 111.7 -«1 2.IM          «8 11.11 Oil 
21BA 111.« -7« 2IBA 12« -0 11 

l.OM 22B 
21BA 

77.1 
Ml 

-11 
-l« 

2IP1 
2K)1 
2IQ1A 

I.M 
1.M 
201 

0 
• 04 
0 

l.tM 21P1 74.7 12 »BIO 10M -Oil 
23PtA 74« -2-4 iipie 11.11 -0.12 
23Q1 711 4.1 ift^ie l.M O.M 
23Q1A III 1 

illllll 

402 
10.71 
2M 
1.01 
lie 
ill 
in 

0.11 
024 
001 

-0.01 
0 
O.M 
0 

29Q40A 170 -OM 

190 



TABLE C 2 CONTINUED 
Ground GM» CAJlbrmtioo (psi/lai !              Ground G»fB CalibraUoo (pat/ioi 
RAAf« Number Al ♦ b.» RAItgV Number AX »I»1 

ft A B ft A B 
1.500 2SB 4106 0 2,750 31P3 462 0 17 

25 BA 3554 >0.55 31P3A 7.95 0.31 
2SP3 3218 -105 31P3 309 071 
25Q3 43 90 -044 31Q3A 1 31 027 
25g3A 2125 -0.25 

3.000 3:B 7.55 0.39 
25B10 20.51 0.07 

USA 5.50 0.25 
25B10A 33.45 057 

32P3 572 0 14 
25P10 34.33 -2.44 
25Q10 
25Q10A 

2554 
150« 

-0.15 
-on 

32Q3 
32g3A 

204 
230 

015 
0.22 

1.750 26P10 
2eP10A 

1595 
25.55 

0 
0 

1.500 25P3X 
25Q3X 

3351 
3771 

-177 
0.^5 

2tqlQ 14.50 0.55 
25g3XA 
25P3Y 

2441 
2555 

0 
-0.50 

25Q10A 151 -0.11 
25Q3Y 33 19 1 53 

2.000 27B 
2TBA 

1304 
17.55 

0 
-0.17 

25Q3YA 2055 -0.14 

27PS 15 20 -0.45 
2.500 29P3X 5.54 -0.12 

27QS 
27QSA 

575 
550 

055 
051 

29Q3X 
29QJXA 
29P5T 

341 
317 
9.09 

0 05 
0.07 

-0.15 
2TB10 1570 -0.95 
27BI0A 17.11 -0.74 

29QJT 3.74 032 

27PI0 1525 -0.50 
29QJTA 150 0.11 

27Q10 1101 1.12 
S7Q10A 550 0.44 

2.250 2IP10 
2IP10A 
20Q10 

1199 
11.0« 
543 

0 
-    10 

w.17 
2tQI0A 3 29 0.09               | 

Anteil 
T50 411 1055 0 1.150 45F10 «.«1 «.It 

41BA 127.0 0 45FI0A 55« 0 

1.000 4 IB 
«2BA 

45.5 
IM 

41 
O.T 

45910 
45Q10A 

7.» 
4.1« 

0.41 
o.o« 

1.250 43PS 
4JP3A 

240 
423 

-0.« 
-0.55 

140« 451 
45PS 

9.99 
UN 

-050 
0 

45Q3 110.5 0 
45Q1 3.50 00« 

43Q5A 74.1 0 
49Q1A 
49110 

4.40 
1114 

0.10 
-0.5« 

1.50O 451 1310 Ml 49P1« 55T 0.15 
45PS 10.79 1.00 49Q10 5.31 0.14 
45Q3 255 1 -55.1 49Q10A 4.50 0.11 
45Q1A 55 1 7.71 49P1« 5.M -0.41 
45B10 14.15 -0.45 49^15 5. a 010 
45P10 115« 0.14 45Q15A 190 0 
45Qie 55 17 09« 49P40 571 010 
45Q10A 15.95 -0.1« aP4«A 779 0.10 

1.T50 apio 7.11 0 4r.H0 551 0 

UP10A 10.15 9                       I 4rv40A 293 0 

40Q10 10.15 151               | 2.750 S1P5 4.99 0.15 
44QIC* 11.M 0 91P3A 531 O.M 

2.000 471 9.51 -0.M 
51Q3 117 0.31 

47P3 515 -on iigiA 173 0.11 

4TQS 2170 -0-55 3.000 521 550 051 
47QaA 1005 -0.15 51P1 5M 0 
47110 7.45 0 11Q5 1.09 0.O4 
47FI0 7.5« 9 I2Q1A 191 0.11 
47<Q10 1551 -0.10 
4Tqi0A 5.7« -0.15 

III 

X 



TABLI C 3   SHOT 12 STRAIN QAOE8 (H-BIAM) 

Qround R*Bf« 0«ft Number Calibration 

A B 

ft Ib-force/lnVln Ib-forw/lnVln 

2.000 7F8 38.40 -166 
2.000 7F3A 17.08 -0.93 

t.800 ors 20.60 -3.28 
2.500 oraA 19.69 -1.80 

U8 


